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Far-fetched myths and urban legends.  Lawsuit - If the boy had an erection, the teacher would prepare him to stand on the diving board with a towel hanging from him. Actually, by the time the kid got to the spring jumper, his winnie was small. Second, the towel weighs too much and will never stay put. All
guys know it's 100% true. Claim - there was another chemical into the pool water so if a child urinating, red (or you choose color) stream was visable in the water, so everyone knew who was urinating. Truth - there's no chemical that changes color when someone pees in a swimming pool. There are
colors that can obbe, change color, or produce color in response to the pH levels of urine in the water, but not a stream of color from iivual while they urint in the pool. These chemicals will also be activated by other compounds, producing false positives.  Lawsuit - boys swam naked because the teachers
were perverts. True - Read the article! Swimming pools were exhibited in the U.S. by the Christian Association of Young People (YMCA) in the 1980s. Over the next 25 years, these pools became major sources of sustainable income. Drowning children were the second leading cause of death, before the
age of 16, after illness. The Y offered organized lessons and teaches the fastest stroke possible, verified by the Olympics, the crawl stroke. In the pre-TV era, being the fastest was a big part of social entertainment. However, in 1906 Edwin Foster, a graduate of Northwestern Medical School working at
YMCA, (typical condition), tested the water and discovered it was contaminated. It was a major threat to business income because cholera and typhus were passed through water. These diseases still caused widespread and deadly epidemics that shut down cities. In 1906, YMCA's standard pool
procedure was to empty the pool and fill it once a week. (It actually lasted into the 1920s. In one case, in Spartanburg, SC, the 45,000-gallon pool emptied and filled twice a week into the 1920s.) In most cases, the men and boys swam naked just as they were in rivers and farm ponds. The YMCA National
Council recommended the use of sand filters, which were known to be effective. What is available in the literature shows that by 1910 the first condensation pump of the pool had been installed, and by 1913 clorine chemicals had been added to the water. (The federal government has just begun requiring
public water clorine.) In 1926, the American Society for Public Health issued the first guidelines for managing a swimming pool. These guidelines have been updated one to three years, as needed. These guidelines recommended that men swim separately, shower with soap and swim naked. Un piled and
uneductured tank suits were recommended to women. APHA pool management guidelines were not written about nude swimming, but about keeping pools And that means keeping the water snivet. As a result, male nude swimming was recommended in every edition until 1962. When one learns the
APHA guidelines and those issued by other states, such as by the state of Illinois in 1948, (where they flatly declare that sanitation is best maintained if people are separated by sex and swim naked. it comes from the 14 best swim coaches, sports doctors, sports professors and water sanitation experts
the state can put on board). Clorine was difficult to use effectively because pH had to be administered in addition to having enough clorine to kill bacteria. It wasn't ueither in 1939 that the breaking point in clorine water was discovered. Chemical tests could then be performed that pool managers could use.
However, WW II intervened and the equipment to make auto-clorine was not available until the late 1940s. A few months after the U.S. entered WW II, the L-85 regulation was implemented. This mandates the minimal use of clothing for clothing since ammunition was needed. It also halted the sale of
home sewing machines. During that time, it became patriotic for men and boys to swim naked. A review of the camp archives shows that naked swimming in the camp became almost universal during World War II. However, hygiene and comfort were recognised and nude swimming in the camps
continued into the 1960s, starting to fade in the mid-1950s. In 1948 and 1956, the Boys Club Action Guide demanded and then recommended, respectively, boys swim naked. The YMCA Club And Boys Club Action Guide both stated that it requires boards of directors to comply with state and American
Public Health Association guidelines. Public school boards in charge of schools with pools also had to comply with state public health guidelines and APHA pool management guidelines. That's why we sw swim naked in the school pools. By the way, pool filters are cdating fabric fibers even today. (Case in
point: Put a load of shirts in a tumble dryer after cleaning the lint filter. It wasn't until the late 1960s or early 1970s that nylon suits became widely available. However, the fiber ching the pool filter was only part of the story. What public health officials wanted to avoid was telling all swimmers that their swims
were probably contaminated by contaminated water from their recent swims at the beach or outdoor bathing spot. As a truth, remember they had washing tubs of chemicals that would drag your suit though and then wash when you swam in a private pool in the city. Note: Girls were loaned swimwear
because pool filters would get clogged with fabric fibers. Second, the girl's suits were sterilization with safe chemicals that left no residue in the fabric to affect the pool water. Boys never borrowed swimwear, it was a nude swim or Your own bathing outfit. The 1948 Illinois State Public Health Association's
Pool Management Guidelines specifically states that to maintain female modesty, they can wear unadored, undyed tank suits after they have taken a nude soap shower. That's why women wore suits. And her life naked. If one investigates this nation's newspapers, one can find that when the YMCAs ran
ads to learn to swim, it was said both the display and the reporter's commentary that boys swam naked and only needed to bring a towel. On several occasions, the boys were photographed swimming naked and the pictures published in the town newspaper. It's been a social practice coated since they
were men and boys and had nothing to be ashamed of. Until 1962, most Americans lived in the suburbs and most boys (who swam most of the swimming), didn't swim in polluted outdoor water but swam in urban pools. Auto-clorine was controlled to match the contamination in the ponds. Medicine
conquered polio and the medical profession was confident that medicinal drugs could stop outbreaks of any disease that might be transmitted by pooled me. Also, in 1962 there was no public outcry to end male nude swimming and no feminist pressure. In 1962, the American Society for Public Health
rescinded the nude swimming recommendation because public health was no longer necessary. This insight is important because it highlights why swimming in recommended male nudity has been required for more than 50 years. The Y and schools continued to swim naked into 70, and inside several
schools, until the late 80s. So many people today don't know about the era of nude swimming. After I mentioned living naked in high school to people you wouldn't believe me... But conversations, people thought it was scary or the guide were paedophiles. Records show that some of them were, but the
vast majority of the thousands who worked with boys as swimming teachers, trainers or lifeguards were good, decent people. Swimming naked was just the way it was, it was rarely happened in class as a surprise. Usually the students knew from a year or two before when they got to this point they would
swim naked. It wasn't an urban legend. Just a normal part of life at a different time and much more confident.  Edited by Neil Gale, Ph.D.  20. January 2019 Um 11:50 · I swam on the boys' swim team (there were no girl groups) at a Chicago public school in the 1960s and swam naked. I never doubted
that. That's exactly what we're going to do. Life is a very slow time machine. Of course I've traveled from another era. John Connors says the nude swims in high school gym class were torture. A curious city looks at why schools have enforced the policy for decades. Hyde Eugenio Gilbert | Pacific Daily
News lawsuits against Archbishop of Agana after former altar boys came out in tears to the public with A law has been passed to open doors to lawsuits against the church, the clermony and others. Onlookers who refused to swim naked during an operation in the River Lunfith in the early 1980s were
subsequently punished by pastor and Scout master Louis Broillard, who refused to buy children food at McDonald's, according to the latest lawsuit accusing Broyard of child sexual abuse. The lawsuit, filed Tuesday in The Supreme Court of Guam, is the 156th to accuse a priest or other person associated
with the church of sexual abuse. The latest plaintiff, identified in court documents only as A.M. To protect his privacy, he said in his lawsuit that Brouillard told A.M. and other viewers that he would reward them with cheeseburgers at McDonald's if they quidded naked. It was 1980 or 1981, the lawsuit said.
A.M.'s brother was also there, the lawsuit states, and Brouillard said he would tell his father about Brouillard's behavior if he kept asking them to swim naked. Both brothers refused to swim naked with Broyard, but they were forced to see Broyard expose himself unfairly by walking on the riverbank naked
and by Broillard swimming naked with all the other young boys who agreed to swim naked with him, the lawsuit said. After leaving the Lunfith River, Bruillard brought the boys to McDonald's, the lawsuit said. While he was there, Bruillard chastity punished A.M. for refusing to give in to his predatory erotic
desires by making sure A.M. He was the only young boy who did not receive food while at a McDonald's restaurant, the lawsuit says A.M., now 45, was a Boy Scout at the time, and was 9 or 10 at the time, while also serving as an altar boy in the Brigada community. His older brother at the time was a Boy
Scout. Represented by another Michael Berman. The lawsuit seeks damages of at least $5 million. Reporter Heidi Eugenio covers the affairs of the Catholic Church of Guam, education, business and more. Follow her on Twitter @haidee_eugenio. Follow Pacific Daily News on Facebook/GuamPDN and
Instagram @guampdn.   @guampdn .  
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